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This paper focuses on one of the main challenges of 4-dimensional variational data 
assimilation, namely the requirement to have a forward solution available when solving 
the adjoint problem. The issue is addressed by considering the time in the same fashion 
as the space variables, reformulating the mathematical model in the entire space–
time domain, and solving the problem on a near optimal computational mesh that 
automatically adapts to spatio-temporal structures of the solution. The compressed form 
of the solution eliminates the need to save or recompute data for every time slice as it is 
typically done in traditional time marching approaches to 4-dimensional variational data 
assimilation. The reduction of the required computational degrees of freedom is achieved 
using the compression properties of multi-dimensional second generation wavelets. The 
simultaneous space–time discretization of both the forward and the adjoint models makes 
it possible to solve both models either concurrently or sequentially. In addition, the 
grid adaptation reduces the amount of saved data to the strict minimum for a given 
a priori controlled accuracy of the solution. The proposed approach is demonstrated for 
the advection diffusion problem in two space–time dimensions.

© 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The ability to accurately predict the evolution of physical systems is of crucial importance in many fields of science 
and engineering. Due to the complexity of most physical systems, direct approaches resolving all the physical phenomena 
are computationally unfeasible, necessitating the use of reduced physics models. These models often have many empirical 
parameters that need to be fine tuned. In addition, even if these parameters are known exactly or high fidelity approaches 
are used, both boundary and initial conditions are rarely available, not to mention the issues associated with aleatoric and 
epistemic uncertainties. Forecast and prediction algorithms should account for all the available information on the studied 
system. This information appear in several forms: numerical simulations of the system dynamics on a wide range of time 
and space scales; observations that provide measurements of the actual system state; statistical information on the errors 
inherent in the numerical models and observations; and qualitative information given by the knowledge of experts in the 
fields. Taken separately, none of these sources of information can be used to uniquely reconstruct the state of the physical 
system. Variational data assimilation is a mathematical technique that consistently combines all the available information in 
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an optimality system to reconstruct the inputs of the model. Applications of data assimilation include, but are not limited 
to, meteorological forecasting, estimation and monitoring of climate change, estimation and monitoring of pollution, etc. 
More generally, data assimilation can be used whenever a system is described by a model with unknown parameters and 
supplemented by observations of the system state. In the variational data assimilation, the problem of determining model 
inputs (physical parameters and/or boundary/initial conditions) is formulated as a least squares problem and solved using 
optimization algorithms. The objective function (also referred to as the objective function or the cost function in the context 
of data assimilation) is expressed as the weighted norm of the difference between the solution of the forward (direct) prob-
lem and the observations as well as the term measuring deviation of the model’s initial state and its prior estimate. Due 
to the nonlinearity of many problems of interest, variational data assimilation makes use of non-linear optimization algo-
rithms (e.g., non-linear conjugate gradient methods [1,2], Newton and quasi-Newton methods [3,4]). Those methods require 
the gradient of the cost function. Adjoint methods provide a mathematically elegant and efficient algorithmic framework for 
the computation of the gradient [5]. In practice, the numerical model is a discretization of a continuous model combined 
with a time marching method to compute the system state at each time step. The solution of the adjoint problem is a func-
tion of the solution of the forward problem. The adjoint problem being solved using backward time marching requires the 
full solution (in space and time) of the forward problem to be available. That is impracticable for large-scale problems and 
represents one of the big challenges of adjoint methods. Two extreme strategies to address this challenge consist in saving 
all the intermediate results of the direct problem or recomputing them when they are required. The former requires the 
storage of very large data sets (at least the solution of the direct problem at all time steps), while the latter requires redun-
dant computations. A compromise consists in saving a reduced set of intermediate results with subsequent re-computation 
of the missing data [6]. However, the need of memory storage and redundant computations persists.

An elegant attempt to reduce the computational cost of 4D-Var was proposed by Courtier et al. [7], where an incremen-
tal strategy (4D-Inc) to solve the 4D-Var problem at progressively increasing resolutions is introduced. The 4D-Inc could 
be viewed as a first attempt to solve 4D-Var problem using multi-resolution approximation. In this paper, a novel adap-
tive multi-resolution framework is proposed where the challenges associated with 4D-Var are addressed by formulating the 
4-dimensional variational data assimilation (4D-Var) problem in the entire space–time domain and solving it on a compu-
tational mesh that adapts simultaneously in space and time to the intermittent structures of the solution, thus drastically 
reducing the number of required degrees of freedom. The space–time grid adaptation is achieved by using the Space–Time 
Adaptive Wavelet Collocation Method [8], a novel approach based on wavelet compression that was recently demonstrated 
to be capable of solving a problem on a near optimal space–time adaptive grid with a priori user controlled global accu-
racy of the solution. It should be mentioned that the use of space–time adaptation allows mesh compression that takes 
advantage of spatial as well as temporal intermittency, thus, resulting in considerable computational saving, both in terms 
of simulation time and storage space [9], compared to time marching methods. It should be mentioned that a number of 
attempts to use wavelet analysis to improve the efficiency of variational data assimilation has been made. However the use 
of wavelet analysis was limited either for analysis and extraction of spatial structures [10], regularization of ill-posed prob-
lem of adjoint parameter estimation [11], better modeling/representation/compression of error covariance matrices [12–15]. 
However, this work is the first attempt to develop formal wavelet-based adaptive multi-resolution methodology for 4D-
Var. The distinguishing feature of the proposed approach is that it is based on space–time adaptive methods to solve both 
forward and adjoint problems in d + 1 dimensional space, where d is the dimensionality of the physical space, and the 
additional dimension is the time.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief introduction to the conventional formulation of the 4D-Var. The 
space–time formulation of 4D-Var is presented in Section 3. The space–time adaptive wavelet collocation method for solving 
time dependent partial differential equations is introduced in Section 4. The mathematical formulation of 4D-Var model test 
problem is given in Section 5. Finally, the results of application of the proposed space–time adaptive 4D-Var approach to 
model test problem are discussed in Section 6. The main results are summarized, and future research directions are outlined 
in Section 7.

2. Conventional formulation of 4D-Var

Let us consider a dynamic system that is described by the n-dimensional “state variable” u = (u1, u2, . . . , un)T, where 
the superscript T indicates transpose and u is a function of the physical space and the time: u = u(x, t); ui = ui(x, t) for 
1 ≤ i ≤ n, where x is the physical space variable and t is the time variable. The domain of the physical space variable is 
defined as �s ⊂ R

d , 1 ≤ d ≤ 3 so that x = (x1, x2, . . . , xd)
T. The domain of the time variable is defined as the interval [0, T ]

with T > 0. For simplicity it is assumed that u(x, t) ∈ R
n for all (x, t) ∈ �s × [0, T ]. The main components of 4D-Var are the 

numerical model (also referred to as direct model) and the observations.

2.1. Direct model

The state of the system evolves according to the following generic differential system:{
∂u

∂t
(x, t) = F (u(x, t)) , (x, t) ∈ �s × [0, T ], (1)
u(x,0) = c(x),
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with u(x, 0) = c(x), being the initial condition, which hereafter is called the control variable. F : Rn → R
n is a vector valued 

function such that F = (F1, F2, . . . , Fn)T with Fi = Fi(u) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Each component Fi of F is assumed to be “sufficiently 
smooth” in u so that the solution of (1) exits and is unique for a given initial condition. All the other parameters (physical 
parameters, empirical parameters, boundary conditions, model errors, etc.) of the dynamic system are included in the defi-
nition of the function F. The boundary conditions are discussed in detail in Section 3. The model (1) hereafter is referred to 
as the direct model.

2.2. Observations

Let h :Rn →R
m and εo : �s × [0, T ] →R

m . Let

yo : �s × [0, T ] → R
m

(x, t) �→ yo(x, t) = h (u(x, t)) + εo(x, t) (2)

be the observations of the state variable, where h = (h1, h2, . . . , hm)T with hi = hi(u) for 1 ≤ i ≤ m is the observation 
operator and εo = (εo

1, εo
2, . . . , εo

m)T with εo
i = εo

i (x, t) for 1 ≤ i ≤ m is an additive noise εo. Note that the observation 
operator does not need to be continuous. In practice, the observations can be obtained at a finite number of space–time 
locations. However, in order to have consistent continuous formulation, it is assumed that h and its Jacobian are defined 
in �s × [0, T ] space–time domain, which can be achieved by simple interpolation of the observation operator between 
observation points. In other words, in most general terms, h is a nonlinear space–time operator.

2.3. Continuous formulation of 4D-Var

Assuming that all other parameters of the model function F are known, given the observation yo, the problem is to 
estimate the control c when the state variable u is constrained by the dynamics of the direct model (1). It is important to 
point out that the estimation of other parameters of the model function F is mathematically similar to the estimation of the 
initial condition. Given a background estimation cb of the control, the 4D-Var defines the control variable as the minimum 
of the following cost function:

J (c) = 1

2

T∫
0

‖h (u(x, t)) − yo(x, t)‖2
Odt + 1

2
‖c − cb‖2

B (3)

where the norms ‖ ·‖O and ‖ ·‖B come from appropriate inner products and can take into account the statistical information 
in the form of error covariance matrices, where the second term measures the difference between the model’s initial state 
and its prior estimate. In addition, the second term of the cost function (3) serves as a regularization term in the sense of 
Tikhonov [16], which remedies the ill-posedness of the inverse problem.

A necessary condition for ca to be the minimum of the cost function (3) is that

∇ J (ca) = 0, (4)

where ∇ J is the gradient of the cost function with respect to the control variable. The condition (4) becomes a sufficient 
one if the cost function J is strictly convex and the control space is also convex. The control space is usually chosen to 
be convex and the regularization enforces the convexity of the cost function. In practice, ca is estimated by a descent-type 
algorithm. Given an initial approximation c0, such an algorithm defines ca as the limit of the sequence

ck+1 = ck + λkdk, (5)

where dk is the direction of descent and λk is the step size that realizes the minimum of the cost function along dk . The 
descent direction dk is deduced from the gradient ∇ J . In the general case, the gradient ∇ J of the cost function with respect 
to the control cannot be expressed directly. In 4D-Var, ∇ J is computed by introducing the adjoint variable p (of the same 
dimension as the state variable) defined as the solution of the adjoint model:⎧⎨

⎩
∂p

∂t
(x, t) +

[
∂F

∂u

]∗
· p(x, t) =

[
∂h

∂u

]∗
· [h(u(x, t)) − yo(x, t)] , (x, t) ∈ �s × [0, T ],

p(x, T ) = 0,

(6)

where 
[

∂F

∂u

]
and 

[
∂h

∂u

]
are the Jacobian matrix of F and h, respectively, with respect to the state variable u. The asterisk 

(·)∗ denotes the adjoint operator associated with the inner product used to define the norm in the cost function. The 
gradient of the cost function is then given by:

∇ J (c) = −p(.,0) + B(u − ub), (7)

where B(u) is the transformation operator associated with the norm ‖ · ‖B . An example of such an operator will be given 
in the discrete formulation.

The derivation of the adjoint model (6) is based on the calculus of variations. Its formulation can be found in [17] or in 
the traditional books on data assimilation such as Ref. [5].
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2.4. Discretization of the data assimilation model

For a time-dependent problem like the one introduced above, typical approaches of solution are based on “semidis-
cretization”, meaning that one discretizes first in space and then in time, or vice versa. In data assimilation, it is common 
to first discretize in space. The equations (1) and (6) are then solved using a forward and a backward integration in time, 
respectively. For this reason, the equations (1) and (6) are sometimes called the forward model and the backward model, 
respectively. Equation (1) can be discretized using a variety of schemes. Assuming that a uniform time step �t is used, the 
resulting discrete version of the direct model can be represented as{

uk+1 = M(uk), 1 ≤ k < nt,

u0 = c,
(8)

where uk ∈ R
ns is the discrete system state at the kth time step; nt is the total number of time steps (T = nt�t) and 

M :Rns → R
ns is a vector-valued function such that M = (M1, M2, . . . , Mns)

T with Mi = Mi(u) for 1 ≤ i ≤ ns. ns is the size of 
the discrete system state at each time step. It should be noted that the same generic symbol u is used for the state variable 
in the continuous and in the discrete formulations, which should not be a source of confusion. Similarly, the generic symbols 
c, yo and h are used for the control variable, the observation function and for the observation operator, respectively, both 
in the continuous and in the discrete form. With such a discretization, the cost function is rewritten as

J (c) = 1

2

nt∑
k=0

‖h(uk) − yo
k‖2

R−1
k

+ 1

2
‖c − cb‖2

B−1 , (9)

where yo
k is the discrete observation at the kth time step, Rk is the error covariance matrix associated with yo

k and B is the 
error covariance matrix associated with cb. R−1

k and B−1 can be replaced by other symmetric, positive, definite matrices 
that are more appropriate. The size of the discrete state variable at each time step is equal to the number of components of 
the continuous state variable multiplied by the number of grid points in the physical space.

For the discrete adjoint model, there are two possible strategies: the discretization of the continuous adjoint model 
or the derivation of an adjoint model associated with the discrete version of the direct model. The later is preferred for 
two main reasons: it gives the exact gradient of the discrete cost function and the availability of automatic differentiation 
softwares makes it more attractive as it does not require any effort to build or rebuild the adjoint model.

3. Space–time formulation of the 4D-Var problem

The main difference in the space–time formulation of the 4D-Var problem compared to conventional formulations lies 
in the discretization. In the space–time formulation, the time variable is considered as an extra space variable. An extended 
space–time domain � is defined by combining the physical and the time domains: � = �s × [0, T ], where �s and [0, T ]
are the physical space and the time domains, respectively. See Section 2 for their definition. The “semidiscretization” is not 
considered. The space–time domain is considered as a whole and the discretization is carried out on it. In mathematical 
terms, nothing changes for the continuous formulation of the data assimilation problem.

3.1. Direct model

The generic symbol x is used for the space–time variable. This should not be a source of confusion as it will always 
be clear from the context. x = (x1, x2, . . . , xd+1)

T where d is the dimensionality of the physical space domain. The first d
components (x1, x2, . . . , xd)

T of x are the components of the physical space domain and the component d + 1 is the time 
variable (xd+1 = t). The state variable becomes u = u(x). The direct model can be rewritten as follows:{

F̄ (u(x)) = 0 x ∈ �,

u(x|xd+1 = 0) = c,
(10)

where F̄ (u(x)) = ∂u

∂t
(x, t) − F (u(x, t)), F being the operator defined in Eq. (1) and {x ∈ �|xd+1 = 0} is the boundary of the 

space–time domain with xd+1 = 0. Thus the second equation of Eq. (10) is the equivalent to the initial condition in the 
conventional formulation.

3.2. Cost function

With the space–time formulation, the observations yo have to be written in terms of the space–time variable

yo : � → R
m

x �→ yo(x) = h (u(x)) + εo(x). (11)

With this formulation of the observations, the cost function can be written as:
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J (c) = 1

2
‖h (u) − yo‖2

O + 1

2
‖c − cb‖2

B (12)

where

‖h (u) − yo‖O =
T∫

0

‖h (u(x)) − yo(x)‖2
Odxd+1 (13)

The adjoint model becomes:⎧⎨
⎩ F̄∗ (p(x)) =

[
∂h

∂u

]∗
· [h(u(x)) − yo(x)

]
, x ∈ �,

p(x|xd+1=T ) = 0,

(14)

where

F̄∗ (p(x)) = ∂p

∂xd+1
(x) +

[
∂F

∂u
(u(x))

]∗
· p(x) (15)

It is important to point out that the derivation of the adjoint model from the formulation of Section 2 or from the space–
time formulation, using the calculus of variations, leads to the same result. In addition, the only change in equations (11), 
(12) and (14) compared to (2), (3) and (6), respectively, is that the physical space variable and the time variable are grouped 
together. From a mathematical point of view, the formulations are equivalent. What distinguishes the space–time 4D-Var 
formulation from its conventional counterpart is an option to solve the problem on a space–time adaptive computational 
mesh, thus, fully utilizing the spatio-temporal intermittency of the solution.

3.3. Discretization of simultaneous space–time data assimilation

3.3.1. Direct model
Equation (10) can be discretized in the space–time domain using a variety of schemes. Section 4 presents the approach 

used in this paper. The resulting discrete version of the direct model can be represented as

u = M̄(c), (16)

where the generic symbol u represents the vector of the discrete system state in the space–time domain and M̄ : Rns → R
n

is a vector-valued function such that M̄ = (M̄1, M̄2, . . . , M̄n)
T with M̄i = M̄i(c) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. ns is the size of the discrete 

control variable c and n is the size of the discrete system state variable c in the full space–time domain. As for the system 
state variable, the same generic symbol n is used for the size of the state variable, which should not be a source of confusion. 
The technical details on the discretization and the solution of the direct model are given in Section 4.

3.3.2. Cost function
With the discretization of the direct model above, the cost function becomes:

J (c) = 1

2
‖h(u) − yo‖2

R−1 + 1

2
‖c − cb‖2

B−1 , (17)

where R is the matrix, denoting the error covariance associated with yo. The size of the discrete state variable is equal to the 
number of components of the continuous state variable multiplied by the number of grid points in the discrete space–time 
domain. Similar considerations are valid for the observation variable as long as the assumption of continuity is valid.

3.3.3. Adjoint model
As in the conventional approach, there are two possible strategies for the discrete adjoint model: the discretization of 

the continuous adjoint model or the derivation of the adjoint model associated with the discrete version of the direct 
model. With the space–time formulation of the 4D-Var problem, the second strategy becomes less attractive, since iterative 
approaches are used to solve the equation (16) associated with the direct model.

The discretization of the continuous adjoint model offers three main advantages in the space–time formulation. The 
first advantage is that, it is possible to solve the direct and the adjoint models both concurrently and sequentially. When 
problems are solved sequentially, first the direct problem is solved on a space–time adaptive computational mesh, similar 
to the traditional time marching approach. The adjoint problem is solved on the same or subsampled mesh to speed-up 
the calculations. When problems are solved concurrently, both forward (16) and adjoint (14) problems are solved iteratively 
as one system of equations with incremental increase of resolution, similar in spirit to the 4D-Inc approach of Courtier et 
al. [7]. The second advantage is that the computational mesh is adapted simultaneously both in space and time. Note that 
the mesh compression can be used as a measure of computational efficiency of the space–time adaptive 4D-Var approach, 
since the cost of the algorithm is linearly proportional to the total number of grid points used on the adaptive space–time 
mesh. The third advantage is that the mesh can locally be adapted in any subset of the space–time domain without extra 
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work for the adjoint model. Furthermore, the accuracy of the adjoint problem can be imposed independently of the direct 
model, resulting in an optimal space–time mesh for the adjoint model, which ultimately improves the efficiency of the data 
assimilation.

4. Space–time adaptive wavelet collocation method

The Space–Time Adaptive Wavelet Collocation Method (STAWCM) is a variable order numerical method for time depen-
dent partial differential equations, which solves the problem on a computational mesh that adapts simultaneously in space 
and time to the intermittent structures of the solution. In this section, the main features of the method are briefly outlined. 
For details the reader is referred to [8,18].

The space–time grid adaptation is based on wavelet compression and exploits the one-to-one correspondence between 
grid-points and wavelet coefficients. More specifically, the grid adaptation process for the solution of a partial differential 
equation consists of the following steps:

(i) Knowing the solution u(x) on the current space–time computational grid, say, Gk , the solution is represented in terms 
of wavelet basis functions as

u(x) =
∑
l∈L0

c0
l φ

0
l (x) +

+∞∑
j=0

2n−1∑
μ=1

∑
k∈Kμ, j

dμ, j
k ψ

μ, j
k (x), (18)

where bold subscripts denote n-dimensional indexes (n = d + 1, d is the spatial dimension of the problem), while 
L0 and Kμ, j are n-dimensional index sets associated with scaling functions at the zero level of resolution (φ0

l ) and 
wavelets of family μ and level j (ψμ, j

k ), respectively. Each level of resolution j consists of a family of wavelets ψμ, j
k

having the same scale but located at different grid positions.
(ii) A mask is created for the collocation points corresponding to wavelets with coefficients, whose moduli are above the 

prescribed threshold, resulting in the compressed representation of the solution given by

u≥(x) =
∑
l∈L0

c0
l φ

0
l (x) +

+∞∑
j=0

2n−1∑
μ=1

∑
k∈Kμ, j

|dμ, j
k |≥ε‖u‖

dμ, j
k ψ

μ, j
k (x), (19)

where ε > 0 stands for the non-dimensional (relative) threshold value and ‖u‖ being the (absolute) dimensional scale.
(iii) The mask is extended by adding grid points corresponding to adjacent wavelets, whose coefficients can potentially 

become significant at the next grid iteration Gk+1.
(iv) A recursive reconstruction check procedure on the mask is carried out to ensure that all ancestry grid points necessary 

to perform the forward wavelet transform on the modified mesh Gk+1 are present [18].

The numerical method is formally derived by solving the governing partial differential equations at collocation points 
corresponding to the extended mask Gk+1. The procedure is repeated until the solution and the grid converge. With such 
an algorithm, the grid of collocation points is continuously refined in the space–time computational domain to resolve the 
local structures that appear in the solution. Note that by omitting wavelets with coefficients below a threshold parameter ε , 
the error of approximation is automatically controlled, since it can be shown that the relative difference between unfiltered, 
u(x), and compressed, u≥(x), signals is bounded by the threshold level ε [19]. Thus, in addition to obtaining the solution on 
a near optimal space–time adaptive grid, the STAWCM has another important feature: active control of the global accuracy 
of the solution. The smaller ε is chosen, the smaller the error of the solution is. Also note that for practical reasons, the 
highest level of resolution in Eqs. (18) and (19) is set to jmax. The STAWCM is used to solve the simultaneous space–time 
adaptive 4D-Var problem discussed in Section 3.

5. Data assimilation model problem

As a proof of concept, the space–time adaptive approach is applied to a model data assimilation problem in two space–
time dimensions. The space–time domain � is defined as � = �s × [0, T ], where �s = [−1, 1] and [0, T ] are the physical 
space and the time domains, respectively.

Model problem. A linear advection–diffusion problem in one spatial dimension (d = 1) is considered:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

∂u

∂xd+1
+ vd

∂u

∂xd
− ν

∂2u

∂x2
d

= 0,

u|xd+1=0 = c(xd),

u| = u| = 0,

(20)
xd=−1 xd=+1
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Fig. 1. Advection velocity superimposed on the exact solution for the model problem (20). The velocity vectors are colored by the magnitude. (For interpre-
tation of the colors in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

where u is the scalar system state, c(xd) is a function that defines the initial condition, and vd(x) is the advection ve-
locity. For clarity of the notation the subscripts d and d + 1 are used to denote spatial and time coordinates, respectively. 
Equation (20) defines the direct model.

The associated adjoint model is given by:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

∂ p

∂xd+1
+ ∂(vd p)

∂xd
+ ν

∂2 p

∂x2
d

=
[

∂h

∂u

]∗ (
h(u) − yo

)
, x ∈ �,

p|xd+1=T = 0,

p|xd=−1 = p|xd=+1 = 0,

(21)

where p is the adjoint variable. Both the direct and the adjoint model are solved using the Space–Time Adaptive Wavelet 
Collocation Method (see Section 4 for details).

Observations. The numerical results presented in the subsequent sections are based on twin experiments: the direct model 
is solved with a known control variable ct . Observations are sampled on a coarse, fixed, and uniformly spaced grid associ-
ated with the locations of wavelets at level j = jobs and below. The solution induces and observation operator defined by the 
projection onto the subspace generated by the wavelet atoms from levels 0 to jobs. For simplicity, the observation points are 
forced to always be present in the computational mesh. In order to have consistent representation of the observation oper-
ator, it needs to be defined at all points present on adaptive space–time mesh. This can be achieved either by interpolation 
both observation operator and its Jacobian to the computational mesh. A more practical approach is to calculate the forcing 
function (the right-hand-side of Eq. (21)) at the observation points and interpolate it to other computational meshes. In the 
context of STAWCM, this interpolation is simply achieved by performing inverse wavelet transform of the forcing function 
from the level jobs. In practical applications and irregular space–time observation points a non-wavelet-based interpolation 
of forcing function can be utilized.

Optimization. The cost function is minimized using the M1QN3 algorithm of the MODULOPT library [20]. M1QN3 is a 
quasi-Newton algorithm.

5.1. Numerical implementation

The space–time domain is � = [−1, 1] × [0, 2] and the advection velocity is given by

v(xd, xd+1) = 0.5 sin(2πxd + 1) (22)

as shown in Fig. 1. The advection velocity defines a constant wind along the physical dimension (associated with the 
coordinate variable xd), which varies along the time dimension (associated with the coordinate variable xd + 1). The exact 
control variable is given by:

ct(xd) = exp(− x2
d

2σ 2
) with σ = 0.1. (23)

The control variable is the boundary condition at xd + 1 = 0 in the space–time formulation, or the initial condition in the 
conventional formulation. The Dirichlet boundary conditions on the physical space boundaries are assumed:
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Fig. 2. True solution (left) and corresponding grid (right) with the exact control variable, jmax = 7, and ε = 10−6. (For interpretation of the colors in this 
figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 3. Analysis: the solution (left) and the corresponding grid (right) with the analyzed control variable, jmax = 6, and ε = 10−3. (For interpretation of the 
colors in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

u(−1, t) = u(1, xd+1) = 0, ∀xd+1 ∈ [0,1] (24)

To avoid interpolation of the control vector, the grid adaptation on the boundary xd+1 = 0 is deactivated. As a result, all the 
points at the maximum level of resolution are always present on the boundary xd+1 = 0.

To sample observations, the direct model is simulated on the adaptive computational mesh corresponding to effective 
grid resolution of 513 × 513 and jmax = 7. For the direct problem the adaptation parameter ε is set to 10−6. These settings 
ensure that both the solution and the grid converge. The associated solution of the direct problem is considered as the true 
solution. Observations are sampled on 15 × 16 regularly spaced grid points corresponding to jobs = 2 level of resolution. 
There is no observation at time t = 0 nor at the physical space boundaries. For the data assimilation problem, different 
settings are used: jmax = 6 and ε ranging from 5 × 10−1 to 10−5. The lowing of the resolution jmax and increasing ε
introduces model error that makes the problem more realistic. The variation of ε is used to study the effect of the adaptation 
in data assimilation. With jmax = 6 and 4 ×4 points at the 0-th level of resolution, the space–time data assimilation problem 
is solved at effective grid resolution of 257 × 257, which is coarser than the resolution of the true solution. Furthermore, 
taking a larger ε has the effect of eliminating more features in the solution, reducing the number of degrees of freedom 
and increasing the model error.

5.2. Nonlinear extension

The data assimilation model problem can be easily extended for a nonlinear case by simply adding an additional nonlin-
ear advection term to the equation. The notation and domain are the same as in the linear case, and the linear advection 
velocity is also taken to be identical.
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Fig. 4. Analyzed control variable: true solution and analysis (left); analysis error (right).

Fig. 5. Evolution of the cost function and its gradient during optimization.

Nonlinear problem. the linear data assimilation model problem (20) is changed by modifying the advection term:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

∂u

∂xd+1
+ (vd + u)

∂u

∂xd
− ν

∂2u

∂x2
d

= 0,

u|xd+1=0 = c(xd),

u|xd=−1 = u|xd=+1 = 0.

(25)

The associated adjoint model problem then becomes⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

∂ p

∂xd+1
+ (vd + u)

∂ p

∂xd
+ ν

∂2 p

∂x2
d

=
[

∂h

∂u

]∗ (
h(u) − yo

)
, x ∈ �,

p|xd+1=T = 0,

p|xd=−1 = p|xd=+1 = 0.

(26)

Note that in contrast to the linear case, the solution of nonlinear space–time adaptive 4D-Var problem necessitates the use 
of nonlinear solver. In this paper the nonlinear 4D-Var problem is solved using STAWCM with Wavelet Full Approximate 
Solution (WFAS) nonlinear elliptic solver [8]. Also note, that for nonlinear 4D-Var model problem the solution is steepening 
on the right side of the structure resulting in appearance smaller scales. For that purpose the effective resolution is increased 
to jmax = 9 correspondingly. The threshold parameter is kept the same as for the linear case, namely ε is set to 10−6. For 
the actual nonlinear data assimilation problem, the same trend was followed as in the linear case. The level of jmax was 
lowered to 8, while the same coarsest level resolution 32 × 4 is used.

6. Results and discussion

The results of this section demonstrate the feasibility of the simultaneous space–time adaptive approach to 4D-Var. The 
parameters described in Section 5.1 are used to generate observations. The advection velocity is given by equation (22) and 
is illustrated in Fig. 1. The exact control variable is given by equation (23). Fig. 2 shows the true solution and corresponding 
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Fig. 6. The analyzed solution (top row) and the corresponding computational grid (bottom) for different values of the threshold parameter. The column 4
is the true solution with the optimal value of the threshold parameter. (For interpretation of the colors in this figure, the reader is referred to the web 
version of this article.)

grid for jmax = 7 and ε = 10−6. Each level of the wavelet decomposition is plotted using a different color in the grid. It is 
important to recall that in the collocation method, each wavelet is uniquely associated with a collocation point [8,18]. Note 
that the high spatio-temporal resolution is only present in the immediate vicinity of the localized structures and around 
time 0. The latter is because all the points associated with the control vector (solution at time 0) are forced to be present 
on the grid. For the data assimilation problem, the adaptation parameter is set to 10−3 introducing a truncation error in 
the model. In addition, the maximum level of wavelet decomposition is set to 6 compared to 7 for the true solution (see 
Section 5.1). It is verified that with ε = 10−3 and jmax = 6, the model error is dominated by the truncation error due 
to threshold parameter. The background control vector (initial guess) is chosen to be 3

4 of the true solution. Fig. 3 shows 
the solution and the corresponding computational grid obtained with space–time data assimilation approach. The analyzed 
solution carries all the visible features of the true solution (Fig. 2). The grid is considerably coarser mainly due to larger 
value of the threshold parameter used. The convergence of the analysis to the true solution is demonstrated in Fig. 4, where 
the true control variable, the analyzed control variable and the analysis error are shown. The analysis error is of the order 
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Fig. 7. Analyzed control variable: true solution and analysis (left); analysis error (right). (For interpretation of the colors in this figure, the reader is referred 
to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 8. Evolution of the norm of the error in the analyzed control variable with ε . (For interpretation of the colors in this figure, the reader is referred to 
the web version of this article.)

Fig. 9. Evolution of the cost function and its gradient during optimization. (For interpretation of the colors in this figure, the reader is referred to the web 
version of this article.)

O (10−3), which corresponds to the truncation error associated with the threshold parameter ε = 10−3, thus, it is in perfect 
agreement with the global control of error embedded in the STAWCM.

Fig. 5 shows the evolution of the cost function J and the norm of its gradient ‖∇ J‖ during the minimization process. 
The values plotted in the figure are divided by the initial iteration values of J and ‖∇ J‖, respectively. The cost function 
saturates after 10 iterations, while the gradient continues to decrease almost monotonically. When converged, the cost 
function is reduced by the order of 105 and its gradient is reduced by the order of 104.
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Fig. 10. Grid and solution for different backgrounds and different values of ε . (For interpretation of the colors in this figure, the reader is referred to the 
web version of this article.)
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Fig. 11. Control variable (left column) and the corresponding error (middle column) for different backgrounds and different values of ε . The right column 
shows the mean and the maximum l2-norm of the error. (For interpretation of the colors in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this 
article.)
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Fig. 12. The analyzed solution of nonlinear 4D-Var (top row) and the corresponding computational grid (bottom) for different values of the threshold 
parameter. The column 4 is the true solution with ε = 10−6. (For interpretation of the colors in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this 
article.)

6.1. Influence of the adaptation parameter in the data assimilation

One of the main differences of the proposed space–time adaptive 4D-Var approach compared to the traditional time 
marching approaches is the availability of the complete space–time solution in a compressed form. The space–time repre-
sentation of the data shifts the focus onto the efficient representation of the compressed solution. To study the influence of 
the grid adaptation in the data assimilation process, twin experiments with a variation in ε are setup. The following values 
were used: 5 × 10−1; 10−1; 10−2; 10−3; 10−4 and 10−5. Apart from the variation in ε , all other parameters were the same 
as in Section 5.1. The variation in ε has a direct influence on the model error: larger values of ε reduce the accuracy of 
the model and increase the compression rate of the solution by eliminating more wavelets in its expansion. Thus, there is a 
trade-off between the compression and the accuracy of the solution.

Fig. 6 shows the solution and the computational grid for different values of ε . The true solution and the corresponding 
computational grid are also plotted for visual comparison. From larger to smaller ε , the solution and the grid are refined and 
get close to the true solution. For ε = 5 × 10−1, only wavelets of levels 0 to 2 are used to reconstruct the analyzed solution 
that already captures the main features of the true solution. Recall that the adaptation is deactivated in the vicinity of time 
t = 0. For ε = 10−1, the grid includes wavelets up to level 3. For ε = 10−2, the grid includes points up to level 5 and the 
analyzed solution looks like the true solution. For ε = 10−3, no wavelets at the higher level of resolution are added, but the 
grid includes more points and the solution is visually indistinguishable from the true solution. For ε = 10−4 and 10−5, the 
grid includes the sixth level of resolution and the grid starts developing features that are not present in the true solution.

For quantitative analysis, Fig. 7 shows the true solution and the analyzed control variable for different values of ε as 
well as the error (difference between the analyzed and the true control variable). Note that the spurious grid points for 
ε = 10−4 and 10−5 come from the analysis error at the boundary. These points are not present for the larger threshold 
values. The dependence of the error of the solution on the threshold parameter ε is shown Fig. 8, where the saturation of 
the error for threshold values ε � 10−3 is observed.

The evolution of the cost function J and the norm of its gradient ‖∇ J‖ during the minimization process is shown in 
Fig. 9. The values plotted in the figure are divided by the initial values of J and ‖∇ J‖, respectively. The behavior is similar 
to Fig. 5. The smaller ε is, the smaller the minimum of the cost function. However, there is almost no difference between 
the converged cost function for ε � 10−3. The cost function converges very rapidly for large ε . It is important to recall 
that the computation time is proportional to the number of grip points used in the simulation. Thus, it is beneficial to use 
larger values of the threshold parameters at the early iterations, when the error is large, and progressively decrease ε to the 
desired accuracy.

6.2. Influence of the background

To study the influence of the background in the proposed approach of data assimilation, the following numerical exper-
iments with different values of the background (initial guess) are considered: cb = 0, cb = 1 ct , and cb = 3 ct , where cb is 
2 4
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the initial guess and ct is the exact control variable. The only change compared to the previous result is the variation of 
the background. In addition, different values of ε : 5 × 10−1; 10−1; 10−2; 10−3; 10−4 and 10−5 are also considered. Fig. 10
shows the analyzed solution and the corresponding grid for different values of cb and ε . The true solution is also presented 
for visual comparison. The results for ε : 5 × 10−1; 10−1 and 10−2 are not presented because for each value of ε , there is 
no significant difference between the results corresponding to different cb . Figure shows that for a larger difference between 
the background and the true solution, the spurious grid points appear early and their number is considerable, while there 
is no visible difference between solutions. This can be further seen in Fig. 11 where the analyzed control variables, the 
associated errors, and their norms for different values of ε and cb are shown. For larger values of the threshold parameter, 
(ε � 10−2), the model error is dominant, while for smaller ε (ε � 10−3), the background error becomes dominant, thus, 
confirming the observation of Fig. 10.

6.3. Results of the nonlinear data assimilation problem

The results from the nonlinear 4D-Var problem are displayed in Fig. 12. As clearly observed, the nonlinear problem 
follows a very similar trend to that of the linear problem discussed above. Even with the largest adaptation parameter ε , 
the shape of the solution can already be seen. With the decrease of ε the solution approaches the true solution on a 
progressively refined space–time adaptive computational mesh.

7. Conclusion

The simultaneous space–time formulation of 4D-Var has been presented. In combination with the automatic adaptivity 
and the control of the accuracy of both the direct and the adjoint models, this formulation is more attractive than the 
conventional formulation with time-marching discretization. The simultaneous space–time discretization provides a natural 
space–time adaptation of the spatial and temporal scales present in the solution. The actual time step is smaller in regions of 
rapid changes (small local time scale) and larger in slowly varying regions (large local time scale). Numerical results in two 
space–time dimensions demonstrate the feasibility of the approach. The space–time formulation is particularly attractive 
for problems for which the solution can be compressed in the wavelet space. This is the case of most problems with 
highly localized intermittent structures. For extremely large problems, when the number of space–time degrees of freedom 
required to solve the problem using simultaneous space–time discretization cannot be afforded due to the limitation of 
available computer memory, one can still take advantage of the grid adaptation in combination with the time marching 
method. The time step can then be adapted to the resolution of the mesh at each point of the spatial grid. Such a strategy 
would be similar to the hierarchical method of adaptive mesh refinement [21,22].
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